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Introduction

Dear YEM community,

This topic is aimed at all YEM owners and we are glad that you made it here to find out about your 
assets. We ask you to read everything that follows carefully, because it affects the success of our 
beloved YEM and therefore no less than your financial future.

We are a private initiative made up of YEM holders who have recognized the enormous potential 
of this digital currency and have believed in its global success since it was founded in 2017.

Of course, we are monitoring the development of YEM, the work of the YEM Foundation and the 
YEM Economy very closely and see that a lot has been achieved so far.

Since we are constantly in intensive dialogue with our networks and sometimes also work on our 
own projects that support the YEM Economy, we have been able to collect a fairly extensive and 
therefore credible picture of opinions and sentiment over the past few years. The conclusion from 
this collective feedback corresponds to our own personal assessment and opinion: There is still a 
lot of room for improvement. We therefore think the time has come for some fundamental 
improvements.

To get straight to the point – we are not concerned with the basic concept and the existing 
infrastructure of the YEM. We are not only satisfied with this development, but are absolutely 
thrilled and convinced by it. Nevertheless, sensible and effective improvements and additions at 
one point or another in the complex structure of our currency can be of great benefit. These 
improvements are our 
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dedicated.

So continue to read carefully, because your opinion is important.



Our goals

Long term (10 years)
+ Search services for YEM Payment receive 10 million searches every day, with a hit rate of 90%.
+ It is normal and natural to pay with YEM everywhere.
+ The use of PernumPay replaces the use of credit cards and other payment services in many 
areas.
+ Banks provide YEM wallets for everyday transactions (standing orders).
+ Government authorities worldwide accept YEM to regulate taxes.

Medium term (5 years)
+ Search services for YEM Payment receive 3 million search queries every day, with a hit rate of 
50%.

Short term (2 years)
+ Search services for YEM Payment receive 500,000 search queries every day, with a hit rate of 
25%.

In order to transform these challenging and worthwhile goals into a visible and measurable reality, 
the focus is on the active participation of as many YEM owners as possible. Based on a cautious 
estimate, we came to the conclusion that there are currently at least 50,000 people for whom the 
liquidity of YEM in the form of application options or the exchange for fiat currency would 
represent a significant improvement in their financial circumstances.

What we plan to do and what you can do

First of all, to understand: The YEM Foundation serves the interests of the YEM owners and not 
their own interests. It is the YEM owners who determine the direction through their democratic 
rights and are therefore significantly involved in the success of the YEM, while the YEM Foundation
is “merely” the representative and executive body for the YEM community.

In this sense, our aim is initially to collect as many good ideas and suggestions as possible from the 
YEM owners. These suggestions should be collected, commented on and evaluated in a 
preliminary vote on Pro Or No. The ideas with the highest participation will be submitted to the 
YEM Foundation for an official vote on the homepage.

And this is where you come into play:
Which measure(s) would, in your opinion, be best suited to make the YEM fit for the future and to 
establish its liquidity as quickly as possible? What do you miss about the external 
image/appearance of the YEM, as well as its infrastructure, and what do you perhaps even 
consider to be unnecessary/disturbing?

Publish your suggestions on www.proorno.com, vote on other suggestions and participate in the 
discussion. Please note the following: Regulate. They serve to ensure an orderly and uniform 
course of action.



We thank you for your attention and your active participation. Be sure to share this campaign with 
as many YEM holders as you can. It's about all of our financial futures!
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Before you publish your ideas for voting, please read the rules first.

Instructions – Do’s & Don’ts

So that your participation can be included in the evaluation of the collected suggestions, we ask 
you to follow the following instructions carefully.

This is how our preliminary survey works step-by-step:

1. Go to https://proorno.com
2. Log in with your PernumPass.
3. Research whether your statement or a similar one may already exist. To do this, use the search 
function with the keyword IYC. 
4. Click on the MAKE STATEMENT button at the top right
5. To clearly connect your statement with our initiative, start the TITLE line with IYC)- followed by 
your suggestion.
5. In the ENTER STATEMENT field, describe as precisely as possible why you think your suggestion is
suitable for supporting our goals (see above) and what it can do for the further development of the
YEM Economy.

Add the following content below your text:

–
This statement is part of the Initiative YEMCONOMY (IYC).
More information on wazzub.com

6. Select the category OTHERS.
7. Select the language ENGLISH.
8. Decide whether you would like to be associated with your suggestion or whether you would 
prefer to remain anonymous.
9. Set the marker for the copyright infringement.
10. Submit the statement.
11. Copy the link to your statement.
12. Post the link including the statement title in this Wazzub topic.
https://world.wazzub.com/viewtopic.php?id=6426
13. Repeat this process as often as you like, provided you have meaningful contributions.

https://proorno.com/
https://world.wazzub.com/viewtopic.php?id=6426


Here are some important rules of conduct:

DON’T
• think about your own wishes when you suggest your action(s).
• put it in complaint form.
• be unfriendly in your tone.
• confuse readers with sentences that cannot be clearly voted PRO or NO.

DO
• avoid duplicate statements. (see instructions step 3) 
• focus on measures/suggestions that can serve the entire YEM Economy.
• express yourself constructively.
• be friendly in your tone.
• Formulate your title line in such a way that you can clearly vote PRO or NO.
• end your title line with “!” if it is a statement.
• end your title line with a “?” if it is a question.

Take a look at some examples here: 

IYC: Should the yemexchange.com site be discontinued without replacement?
https://proorno.com/statement.php?id=19742
IYC: Should USDD be canceled without replacement?
https://proorno.com/statement.php?id=19743
IYC: The YEM Foundation runs an official blog!
https://proorno.com/statement.php?id=19744
IYC:  Should a buyback program be started for all YEM holders?
https://proorno.com/statement.php?id=19745
IYC: Should the YEM Foundation regularly report on its planned goals and results?
https://proorno.com/statement.php?id=19746

Participate in the discussions and votes of other statements marked “IYC”.

Share this topic with all your contacts – because that alone is the basis for our success. Don't rely 
on others to do this work for you. We will only influence the YEM Foundation if a clear majority of 
YEM holders take part in this preliminary vote. Take advantage of this unique opportunity now if 
you want to use or exchange your YEM as soon as possible!

How long does this campaign last?
The next Board of International Directors (BID) is to be tasked with implementing the measures 
approved by the majority. So that these can be officially voted on on the YEM Foundation website 
in time for the next election in quarter 2 of 2024, we will close the preliminary vote on [March 22, 
2024].

Thanks again for taking part!
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